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Design Optimization of Directly Grid-Connected
PM Machines for Wind Energy Applications
Johannes H. J. Potgieter, Member, IEEE, and Maarten J. Kamper, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The focus of the study in this paper is on the design
of unconventional directly grid-connected PM wind generators
without power electronic converters. As a case study, this analysis
is based on a novel direct-drive wind generator system known
as a slip-synchronous permanent-magnet (PM) wind generator.
Attention is given to the definition of the design requirements of
the directly grid-connected synchronous-generator unit from the
relevant grid code specifications and to find the optimum design
subject to these requirements. Due to the direct-grid connection,
there are clear differences in the design requirements of this
machine and those of conventional PM wind generators connected
to the grid via a converter. Four different generator topologies
are evaluated with regard to the ease of manufacturing, active
mass, PM content, and suitability for direct-grid connection. Both
simulated and measured results are given for an experimental
direct-grid slip-synchronous PM generator.
Index Terms—Permanent-magnet (PM) machines, power grids,
wind energy generation, wind energy integration.
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Generator inside diameter, mm.
Maximum outer diameter, mm.
Axial length of generator, mm.
Conductor mass, kg.
Electrical steel mass, kg.
Permanent magnet (PM) mass, kg.
Total active mass, kg.
Rated turbine speed, r/min.
Maximum breakdown torque, p.u.
Developed generator torque, N · m.
Cut-in wind speed, m/s.
Rated wind speed, m/s.
Steady-state d-axis current, A.
Steady-state q-axis current, A.
RMS grid line current, A.
RMS grid voltage per phase, V.
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d-axis inductance, H.
q-axis inductance, H.
End-winding inductance, H.
Per-phase synchronous inductance, H.
Number of PM-rotor poles.
Stator winding conductor losses, W.
Stator core losses, W.
PM-rotor core and PM eddy-current losses, W.
Wind and friction losses, W.
Generator active power, kW.
Generator reactive power, kW.
Braking resistance load, Ω.
Resistance per phase, Ω.
Steady-state d-axis voltage, V.
Steady-state q-axis voltage, V.
Synchronous impedance, Ω.
Dimensional input parameters.
Performance output parameters.
Current angle, ◦ .
Load angle, ◦ .
Rated load torque ripple, %.
No-load cogging torque, %.
Slip permanent-magnet generator (slip-PMG) unit efficiency, %.
Permanent-magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)
unit efficiency, %.
Total generator system efficiency, %.
d-axis flux linkage, Wb.t.
q-axis flux linkage, Wb.t.
PM flux linkage, Wb.t.
Power factor (PF) angle, ◦ .
Maximum breakdown torque speed value, rad/s.
Synchronous grid speed, rad/s.
I. I NTRODUCTION
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W

ITH the penetration levels of wind energy and other
types of renewable energy increasing at an ever growing
pace, several issues are arising which need to be addressed.
Obvious issues are the reduction of the initial capital cost of
these installations and increasing the energy yield. However,
other aspects growing in importance are the improvement of
the grid compliance of wind generator systems and increased
reliability. Important grid connection aspects of wind generators relate to the behavior of the wind turbine during grid faults,
reactive power characteristics, and grid inertial support. Reliability is important to reduce the operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs of these systems. O&M is especially important
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for systems with limited access, such as offshore turbines where
it is essential that O&M are reduced to a minimum.
In [1], a summary is given of the current trends of wind
generator technologies as well as the disadvantages of each.
At present, most installed systems make use of a doubly fed
induction generator (DFIG), with a gearbox and a partially rated
power electronic converter. Due to gearbox failures owing to
high financial implications, direct-drive gearless PM generators
connected to the grid via a full rated power electronic converter
are considered in many new installations. However, due to the
current high cost of PM material, synchronous generators (SGs)
with wound rotors and smaller medium-speed PM generators
operated with a lower gearing ratio gearbox, which are considered more reliable, are considered as well. Some manufacturers
also utilize the conventional squirrel-cage induction machine
and full rated power electronic converter due to the low system
cost of these installations. Although not as severe as gearbox
failures and with components easier to replace, electrical failures are the most common type of failure for wind generator
systems. Thus, it is clear that, if the gearbox and power electronic converter are simplified or even removed from the drivetrain, the reliability of wind turbine systems can be increased
significantly. Some further background on reliability and the
failure rate of the different components in wind turbine systems
can be found in [2] for small-scale systems and in [3] for utilityscale wind turbine systems.
The approach taken in this paper is to propose the use of a directly grid-connected wind generator topology to address some
of these issues. The aim is to determine what the design approach would be for such a system and whether these systems are
a feasible alternative to conventional technologies. Very few studies exist in this regard, and no clear indication can be found
in the literature on the exact design requirements of these types
of wind generators. The directly grid-connected wind turbine
topology used as a case study in this paper is known as a slipsynchronous permanent-magnet wind generator (SS-PMG) as
introduced in [4]. The focus is on the design of the directly gridconnected synchronous wind generator part of the generator
system. Optimum finite element (FE) designs are given for four
different PM generator topologies. The suitability of the different topologies for direct-grid connection are also evaluated. Aspects generally considered in PM wind generator design such as
active mass, PM content, ease of manufacturing, load, and especially no-load cogging torque characteristics are taken into account as well. Due to practical considerations, a 15-kW directly
grid-connected SS-PMG wind turbine system is used as a case
study. Measurements taken in both the laboratory and in the field
for an installed 15-kW wind turbine system are presented as well.
II. D IRECT-G RID W IND G ENERATOR T ECHNOLOGIES
Although not extensively used in wind energy systems, directly grid-connected SGs have been successfully used for
decades for conventional power generation with widespread
acceptance by both the power generation industry and network
operators.
While limited and with most only conceptual, there are other
studies in the literature on directly grid-connected PM syn-

chronous wind generators. In many conventional SGs, damper
windings are used, but these are not deemed adequate for wind
generator applications. However, there are some studies in the
literature where external damping systems are proposed for
direct-grid synchronous wind generators. In [5], a spring and
damper system is used to damp the power angle oscillations of a
directly grid-connected PMSG. Another example is the concept
as proposed in [6] where a partially rated converter is placed in
the star point of the generator to damp oscillations resulting
from load variations.
Several studies are currently being conducted on devices
where the variable-speed input from the turbine is transformed
to a fixed-speed output at the generator side which enables the
direct-grid connection of an SG. There are also certain studies
where hard gearing with physical gear changes is proposed.
Many of these systems, however, employ continuouslyvariable-transmission topologies. Some concepts allow a directgrid connection by connecting the generator to the turbine
via a hydraulic system. One example is the hydrodynamically
controlled gearbox with a fixed-speed output and variablespeed input as discussed in [7]. This paper includes an in-depth
study regarding the grid connection aspects of the directly gridconnected SG. Several favorable grid connection characteristics
are mentioned. Studies based on hydrostatic hydraulic wind
power transfer systems making use of positive displacement
pumps are also gaining in momentum, as originally proposed
by Salter and Rea [8] with a more recent example in [9].
Getting closer to the topology evaluated in this paper is
a concept known as a permanent-magnet induction generator
(PMIG). The concept was first introduced by Punga and Schon
[10] in 1926. Initially, the PMIG was proposed to improve the
PF of conventional induction machines, with later studies, as in
[11] and [12], proposing it for use as a direct-drive directly gridconnected PM wind generator. In [13], a PMIG-type topology
similar to a DFIG is proposed. By connecting a partially rated
converter to the rotor terminals, the PMIG can be operated
as a variable-speed wind generator. Several other studies exist
on this concept, with the contribution of each of the relevant
literature works thoroughly discussed in [4].
The SS-PMG that was recently introduced in [4] is based
upon the PMIG concept, with the difference being that the stator
and slip-rotor windings are electromagnetically separated. The
SS-PMG consists of two integrated generating units, a slipPMG which is fixed to the turbine, and a PMSG connected
directly to the grid. These generating units are mechanically
linked by a common PM rotor with separate sets of PMs for
each. A cross-sectional diagram of an SS-PMG is shown in
Fig. 1(a). A voltage is induced in the windings of the slip-PMG
at slip frequency and in the PMSG at synchronous frequency as
explained in the equivalent circuit of the SS-PMG in Fig. 1(b).
The evaluation and optimum design of the slip-PMG unit is
thoroughly covered in [14], and the work done in [15] focuses
on the stability analysis of the SS-PMG. Thus, with the concept
introduced in [16], the slip-PMG unit design covered in [14],
and the stability of the direct-grid SS-PMG evaluated in [15],
the focus of this paper is on the optimum design of the PMSG
unit. This aspect has not been covered in detail in any of the
previous publications before.
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A. Direct-Grid Specifications

Fig. 1.

(a) SS-PMG cross-sectional diagram and (b) equivalent circuit [4].

Apart from an expected improvement in reliability by simplifying or removing the gearbox and power electronic converter
from the drivetrain, direct-drive SGs have several advantages.
With higher penetration of wind power, a major concern is
the loss of grid inertia, i.e., due to the rotor, which provides a
significant spinning reserve, being decoupled from the grid due
to the use of power electronic converters as discussed in [17].
By reducing the grid inertia, it becomes much more susceptible
to sudden load variations, with a much lower inertial buffer to
counteract against frequency variations. It is thus anticipated
that future grid-code requirements would require the wind farm
operator to contribute to the grid inertia. The direct-grid wind
generator topologies might thus have some advantage in this
regard. However, more work is still required to gain a better
understanding on this aspect. As mentioned in [7], the directly
grid-connected SG can more easily provide a higher amount
of reactive power compensation with respect to other wind
generator topologies currently in use. Based upon the system in
[7], there are also certain applications at the distribution level
where the directly grid-connected SG is implemented as a synchronous condenser to compensate for grid voltage variations.
III. D ESIGN S PECIFICATIONS
The design requirements of the directly grid-connected SSPMG are assessed in two parts in this section. First the relevant
grid-code specifications are summarized, and second, the requirements for the specific turbine system and direct-drive wind
generators in general are discussed. Furthermore, the whole
aim of the SS-PMG is to have an as simple and robust as
possible wind generator system. This design methodology is
thus applied throughout the whole generator design process.

For this paper, the local applicable grid codes and regulations
for wind turbine facilities are used as a basis to obtain the design
specifications of the generator as stipulated in [18]. The SSPMG is synchronized to the grid by means of a gridsynchronization controller as explained in [19]. For utility-scale
systems, an electronically controlled tap-changing transformer
configuration is proposed to monitor and change the terminal
voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) as required by
the utility and as explained in [20]. In [21] and [15], the low
voltage ride through (LVRT) capabilities of the SS-PMG are
evaluated. The systems as mentioned earlier are responsible for
the implementation of the grid-code requirements. However, it
is still necessary that the generator design complies with many
of the aspects listed hereinafter.
1) From a 0.2-p.u. generator load, the PF should not be less
than 0.95 leading or lagging for systems < 1 MVA, 0.975
leading or lagging for systems > 1 MVA and < 20 MVA,
and 0.95 leading or lagging for systems > 20 MVA.
2) For systems > 1 MVA, reactive power and voltage control
are required at the PCC as specified by the utility and as
in [18]. This is not a requirement for systems < 1 MVA.
3) Reactive power and voltage should be controlled with a
tolerance of 0.5% of the rated power.
4) The system needs to be able to operate in a voltage range
of ±10% around the nominal voltage for wind energy
facilities > 100 kVA and between +10% and −15% for
systems < 100 kVA at the PCC continuously.
5) The system should stay connected to the grid during lowvoltage and overvoltage conditions as stipulated by the
regimes shown in [18] and also evaluated in [15].
6) In some cases, active power control is needed, particularly during grid frequency variations, to reduce the
power delivered to the grid.
7) Frequency variations between 47 and 52 Hz at a rate of
change of 1.5 Hz/s need to be accommodated by the wind
generator system.
8) The quality of the power delivered should comply to the
limit set, as agreed to by the utility. An example is the
specifications based on the IEC 61727:2004 standard
as given in [22] for small-scale embedded generation.
Individual current distortion limits are provided for the
different harmonics, and a total harmonic distortion
(THD) limit of 5% is given. The generator needs to
comply to the limit set from 0.2-p.u. load.
9) It is also important that voltage fluctuations caused by
flickering effects are reduced and monitored at the PCC
at all times.
B. Design Issues in General
Several works on the design and comparison of direct-drive
PM generators with regard to other drivetrain topologies are
available in the literature as, for example, in [23] and [24]. The
issues identified in the design and implementation of directdrive PM wind generators are the high cost, with this generator
type currently being the most expensive drivetrain solution in
use, the high cost and also the volatility of PM prices, the high
active mass and also the structural mass at higher power levels,
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TABLE I
D ESIGN C ONSTRAINTS OF THE 15-kW C ASE S TUDY SS-PMG S YSTEM

and the large size which makes assembly, installation, and
transport difficult. It is thus essential that the mass and PM content of these generators be made as low as possible in the design
optimization. Other aspects include the ease of manufacturing
and segmentation, particularly for larger generators. Furthermore, what is important in the design of PM generators is the
no-load cogging torque which hampers the start-up of the wind
generator and also the stability. Methods to reduce the torque
ripple are discussed in [25].
For the 15-kW case study system under consideration, Table I
gives some of the constraints associated with this design. From
the turbine curves for the 15-kW wind generator system to be
implemented, a rated torque value of Trated = 1000 N · m, at a
rated turbine speed of ns = 150 r/min and a rated wind speed of
vw = 11 m/s, is selected. From the dimensions of the evaluated
turbine, the maximum outer diameter of the generator is fixed at
Do = 655 mm. Normally, for utility-scale systems making use
of mechanical and aerodynamic braking, the maximum torque
seldom exceeds a value of Tb ≥ 1.5 p.u. However, for the
15-kW fixed-pitch system under consideration, electromagnetic
braking is employed, and in this case, the maximum torque is
specified as Tb ≥ 2.0 p.u. [26]. From previous studies such as
the design in [25], a no-load cogging torque value of ΔτN L ≤
2.5% and a load torque ripple of ΔτL ≤ 4% are specified. In
some cases, a cogging torque value even as low as ΔτN L ≤
0.5% is mentioned, but for this paper, the given value is deemed
sufficient in order to obtain a fair comparison between the
different generator systems evaluated. With the efficiency of
the slip-PMG unit given as ηr = 97% in [14] and to have an
overall system efficiency of ηt = ηs ηr ≥ 91%, the efficiency of
the PMSG should be no less than ηs ≥ 94%. It is also essential
that the partial load efficiency be adequately evaluated as this
is the region in which the wind generator will be operated most
of the time. Furthermore, the short-circuit current level needs to
be limited during low-voltage conditions to limit damage to the
switch gear and transformers and also to protect the PMs from
demagnetization.
IV. G ENERATOR T OPOLOGIES C ONSIDERED
For this paper, both nonoverlap single layer (SL) and double
layer (DL) windings as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively,
are evaluated. Furthermore, in this paper, a new type of toroidal
winding is also considered as shown in Fig. 2(c). Next to each
machine structure, the slot layout with regard to the different
phases is shown. For comparison, the phase layout of an SL

Fig. 2. (a) Nonoverlap SL and (b) DL. (c) Double-rotor toroidal 6 slot/pole
PMSG winding structures and phase layouts and (d) conventional three-phase
overlap winding SL and DL phase layouts.

and DL conventional three-phase overlap winding making use
of three slots per pole is also shown in Fig. 2(d). The toroidally
wound machine makes use of six slots per pole.
Nonoverlap winding PM machines have the advantages of
easier manufacturing and segmentation as well as low cogging
torque. In [25], a more elaborate discussion can be found on the
torque characteristics of PM machines, with also further more
relevant references on this aspect. The number of coils for the
same pole number is also much lower, and preformed windings
can easily be used by slightly adjusting the slot layout. This is
even easier if an SL nonoverlap winding, where each alternating
tooth is wound, is utilized and the amount of coils is also halved
as opposed to the DL winding. However, the drawback of the
SL nonoverlap winding as shown in previous studies is the
large sub-MMF harmonic [25]. It is also known that the voltage
quality of the SL winding is poorer than that of the DL winding.
As for the design of the slip-PMG unit as in [14], the DL
winding is also found to have a better performance than that of
the SL nonoverlap winding machine. This is also shown in [27]
regarding the design of direct-drive wind generators in general.
As opposed to the DL winding configuration shown in Fig. 2(b),
the coils can be placed adjacent to one another instead of
stacked on top of one another. This will make the segmentation
of the nonoverlap DL winding easier. Fig. 3(a) shows a FE field
plot of the DL nonoverlap winding PM machine.
Overlap winding machines on the other hand are known to
have a much better torque performance and should thus require
less active and PM material for the same torque specifications as
shown in [27]. These machines, however, have the problem of
a very large torque ripple and a high number of coils. There are
several well-known techniques available in the literature, such
as skewing, to reduce the torque ripple of these machines. These
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Fig. 4. DQ-equivalent circuits and vector diagram for the modeling of the
direct-grid PMSG.

Furthermore, as shown in [27], for the higher wind power
categories (upper level of medium scale, and utility scale), the
PM requirement and active mass of the nonoverlap winding
topologies increase significantly as opposed to that of the overlap and toroidal winding topologies. This makes these winding
types less favorable for higher wind power applications. For all
the configurations in Fig. 3, negative boundary conditions are
used in the FE analysis.
Fig. 3. FE field plots for the (a) nonoverlap DL, (b) conventional three phase
overlap winding, and (c) double-rotor toroidal 6 slot/pole PMSGs.

V. D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY
methods, however, could increase the complexity and decrease
the performance of the machine. In [25], a more complete discussion can be found on these different methods. On the other
hand, the overlap winding machine makes use of a conventional
three phase winding for which commercial winding processes
have been available for a long time. A known problem for especially larger power levels, though, is the segmentation of the
stator winding. The large end windings could also be a problem,
particularly for machines with short axial lengths, typical of
direct-drive wind generators. There are also questions regarding
the effects that the known very low per-unit impedance of
these machines will have, due to the direct-grid connection. In
Fig. 3(b), an FE-simulated flux plot of a conventional overlap
winding PM machine with three slots per pole is shown.
Dual rotor PM machine topologies have been proposed for
both overlap and nonoverlap windings. However, in the case
of overlap winding machines, the large end windings could
make it difficult to assemble the machine, which means that the
eventual configuration might not be at the optimum machine
dimensions. In this case, it might be better to go for the toroidal
type of topology such as in [28] and [29] and, more recently,
as in [30] and [27] for direct drive wind generators. Normally
toroidally wound coils are wound around a steel cylinder with
the stator being toothless. This allows for easier manufacturing,
but the drawback is a large air gap that requires more PM material. In this paper, a slotted stator configuration is used with slots
on both the inner and outer diameters of the stator, as shown in
Figs. 2(c) and 3(c) which shows the FE field plot of the toroidal
winding machine. The machine is assembled in such a way
that two opposing magnet polarities are facing one another. The
flux from the bottom magnet thus links the bottom conductor,
and the flux from the top magnet links the top conductor. Currently, it is difficult to comment on the manufacturability of the
double rotor toroidal winding as this type of winding has not
been extensively used before, particularly for large diameter
wind turbines. However, segmentation for this type of winding
should not be a problem due to none of the coils overlapping.

As mentioned in [4], it is not possible to know the operating
state of the directly grid-connected PMSG as the current angle
cannot be controlled as is the case for a PMSG connected to
the grid via a solid-state converter. A special type of simulation
procedure is thus required in conjunction with the design equations presented in this section. This procedure is thoroughly
discussed in [4].
A. Design Equations
The directly grid-connected PMSG is modeled in the dqreference frame fixed to the PM rotor. From the dq-equivalent
circuits in Fig. 4, the steady-state dq-equivalent equations are
given as
Vq = − Rs Iq − ωs (Ld + Le )Id + ωs λm
Vd = − Rs Id + ωs (Lq + Le )Iq .

(1)
(2)

Vd and Vq and Id and Iq indicate the d- and q-axis voltages
and currents, respectively. Rs is the per-phase resistance, and
ωs = 2πfs indicates the synchronous electrical angular speed.
The dq-inductances Ld and Lq are given as

 

 λq 
 λd − λm 
.
(3)
Lq =   ; Ld = 

Iq
Id
The end-winding inductance component is indicated by Le , and
the methods used to calculate this parameter are thoroughly discussed in [16]. It is found that end effects of both the windings
and PMs can have a significant effect on the performance of the
machine, particularly regarding the calculation of the maximum
torque and current.
The general relations of voltage and current are given from
Fig. 4 by


 
√
cos Δ
Vq
= 2Vrms
(4)
sin Δ
V
 d


√
Iq
cos αs
= 2Irms
(5)
Id
sin αs
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2
Vq2 + Vd2 = 2Vrms
2
Iq2 + Id2 = 2Irms
.

(6)
(7)

The per-phase grid voltage is fixed at Vrms = 230 V, and the
stator current fed into the grid can be calculated as
Pcu
2
=
(8)
Irms
3Rs
with Pcu in (8) being the copper loss of the stator winding
which is given as an input parameter. The developed torque is
given by
3
(9)
Ts = p [(Lq − Ld )Id Iq + λm Iq ]
4
and the efficiency is given by
ηs =

Ts (2/p)ωs − (Pcu + Pecs + Pecr + Pwf )
.
Ts (2/p)ωs

(10)

The total generator losses are defined as Pcu + Pecs + Pecr +
Pwf . Pecs indicates the core losses in the stator steel. Pecr
includes the core losses in the rotor yoke as well as the PM
eddy losses for the PM rotor. These values are calculated by
means of FE analysis. The wind and friction losses are given by
Pwf which is a fixed value for the fixed-speed SS-PMG system.
Finally, the working power and reactive power supplying to or
consuming from the grid are given as




cos θ
Ps
= 3Vrms Irms
.
(11)
sin θ∗
Qs
The maximum breakdown torque that the generator is capable
of when disconnected from the grid and braked by means of a
connected brake-load resistance can be calculated as


3 2
ωb3 (Lq − Ld )(Lq + Le )
Tb = pλm Rb
2
4
(Rb2 + ωb2 (Ld + Le )(Lq + Le ))


ωs
3
+ pλ2m Rb
(12)
4
(Rb2 + ωb2 (Ld + Le )(Lq + Le ))
with
ωb ≈ 

Rb
(Ld + Le )(Lq + Le )

(13)

as explained in [14] and [26]. Rb in (12) and (13) is the sum of
Rs and the brake-load resistance used for braking [26].
B. Modeling Procedure
The aforementioned equations are used in the static modeling
procedure coupled with an optimization algorithm as shown in
Fig. 5 and thoroughly explained in [4]. The input parameters are
indicated by X, and the output parameters are indicated by Y.
Initially, the current angle is assumed as αs = 0 with Id = 0,
and a first static FE iteration is solved. Initial values for the
inductances can now be calculated with the assumption that
Ld ≈ Lq . With the inductance values known, an initial value
for αs can be calculated from (1)–(8). How the initial value
for Δ is chosen is explained in [4]. With the current angle and
peak current for each phase known, a second static FE iteration
can be solved with Ld and Lq more accurately calculated in
this case with (3). About three to four static FE iterations,

Fig. 5. Optimization program coupled with the simulation procedure and FE
simulation program [4].

indicated by k in Fig. 5, are required to find the operating state
of the generator at which the performance is simulated using
the aforementioned equations. Static FE is much faster than
transient FE, which means that optimization is much quicker.
After the initial static optimization, each optimum design is
verified by means of transient FE, and slight adjustments are
made to X so that all the performance output parameters in Y
comply with the limits set in Section III. The reason for
transient verification is to accurately calculate the torque ripple
as well as the eddy current losses, which cannot be accurately
calculated by static FE. Upon completion of the FE design iterations, a final check is done to determine if the generator design
complies with the mentioned grid requirements. This is done
with the help of the dynamic modeling methods as discussed
in [15]. If the dynamic grid performance of the generator is
not sufficient, the optimum FE design needs to be altered.
The parameters which influence the grid behavior the most are
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TABLE II
O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS OF THE N ONOVERLAP SL AND DL,
C ONVENTIONAL T HREE P HASE OVERLAP, AND D OUBLE
ROTOR T OROIDALLY W OUND PMSG S

Fig. 6. Pareto front of active mass versus PM mass for the four PMSG
machine topologies evaluated.

typically the size of the synchronous reactance (Xs = ωs Ls )
and the PM strength.
VI. O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS
Table II gives the optimization results for the four PM machine topologies evaluated. An indication of the size of the machines can be found with l, the active length, and Di , the inside
diameter. The maximum outside diameter of all the machines is
fixed at 655 mm. The active mass (MTot ) of the four different
generator topologies is minimized during optimization, subject
to the design constraints discussed in Section III. The optimum
PM mass (MPM ) for each machine topology is found with the
help of Fig. 6. Shown in Fig. 6 are the active mass versus PM
mass curves for each of the machine topologies. About three
to four optimized points subject to a certain constraint for the
PM mass are shown. Each optimum point needs to comply
with the design constraints given in Section III. To calculate the
minimum PM mass for each generator topology, the constraint
for MPM is reduced until the optimized structure no longer
complies with the relevant specifications.
From Table II it is seen that the two nonoverlap winding
machines and the conventional three phase overlap winding

topology have more or less the same active mass, but with
the optimum PM mass of the DL nonoverlap winding at a
slightly lower value. The double rotor toroidal winding, on the
other hand, has a significantly lower active mass and lower
optimum PM mass than the rest of the generator topologies. The
minimum value of MPM for the conventional overlap winding
and that of the double rotor toroidal winding are both lower
than that of the rest of the machine structures. This is due to the
much better torque performance of these machines, with the
maximum breakdown torque of the overlap winding more than
3 p.u. and that for the double rotor toroidal winding more than
4 p.u. The rated torque of 1000 N · m is used as the base value.
The reason for the much better performance regarding the active
mass of the toroidal winding machine compared to the conventional overlap winding machine is due to the much shorter end
windings of this winding configuration. In order to reduce the
effect of the end windings, the active length is also much longer
than that of the conventional overlap winding machine. Due to
the nonoverlap winding machines having a much higher perunit impedance, it is much more difficult for these machines to
achieve the required maximum torque of Tb > 2.0 p.u. This is
why the tendency of these machines during the design optimization is to increase the stator inner diameter in order to decrease
the steel flux path, reducing the inductance of the machine.
To achieve the required efficiency, the active length then needs
to be increased.
Regarding the direct-grid connection of these different types
of machines, there are also other aspects which need to be
addressed such as those discussed previously in this paper. This
relates to the PF of the machine, harmonic content of the current
waveform, and the LVRT capabilities. The PF and reactive
power consumption of all the topologies depend very much on
the terminal voltage. It is evident that the overlap and toroidal
winding machines operate at almost unity PF. Due to the lower
value of the per-unit impedance Xs , this generator is more
sensitive to grid voltage variations and also has a higher shortcircuit current. For even small variations in the terminal voltage,
large unwanted reactive power flow can occur. Both of these
winding-type machines, particularly the conventional overlap
winding machine, have a much higher harmonic content in the
waveform of the current. Both these machines will thus need
to be operated in conjunction with an additional series line reactance (SLR), which is not uncommon in power systems. The
much better performance of the double-rotor toroidal winding
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Fig. 9. Prototype 15-kW SS-PMG 2 on the test bench, connected to a driving
motor on the right, through a torque sensor shown in the middle.

Fig. 7. Pareto front of active mass versus PM mass for four different design
cases of the DL nonoverlap winding PMSG.

Fig. 10. SS-PMGs 1 and 2 integrated as complete wind turbine systems, being
field tested.

Fig. 8. Active and PM mass versus efficiency of the toroidally wound doublerotor PMSG.

needs to be weighed up against issues such as ease of manufacturing and the suitability of this generator for direct-grid
connection.
The results shown in Fig. 7 for different efficiencies and
maximum torque specification of the DL nonoverlap winding
machine are very interesting. When increasing the minimum
efficiency from 94% to 95%, no major increase in mass is
observed. However, when decreasing the maximum torque
requirement from Tb > 2.0 p.u. to Tb > 1.5 p.u., a significant
reduction in mass is seen. This also explains the slightly higher
efficiencies of the nonoverlap winding machines in Table II as
the maximum torque requirement for the nonoverlap winding
machines is a much more difficult parameter to comply with
than the specified minimum efficiency. The relationship between active mass and PM content versus efficiency is shown
for the double-rotor toroidally wound machine in Fig. 8. Only a
marginal increase in active mass and PM content is observed
when changing the minimum efficiency specification from
ηs > 93% to ηs > 94%. However, for ηs > 95%, a significant
increase in active mass and PM content is observed.

Fig. 11. Open-circuit line voltages versus electrical angle of SS-PMG 1 and
SS-PMG 2.

VII. P ROTOTYPE M ACHINE E VALUATION
Two SS-PMGs were manufactured and practically evaluated.
SS-PMG 1 makes use of a nonoverlap SL winding PMSG and
a nonoverlap DL winding slip-PMG. SS-PMG 2 makes use of
a nonoverlap DL winding PMSG and a conventional overlap
cage winding slip-PMG. Fig. 9 shows SS-PMG 2 mounted on
the test bench. Fig. 10 show SS-PMG 1 and SS-PMG 2 installed
and being tested in the field.

Fig. 12.
testing.

Measured grid voltage and line current of SS-PMG 2 during field

Fig. 11 shows the open-circuit FE-simulated and measured
line voltages of SS-PMGs 1 and 2. The nonoverlap DL winding
has a much more sinusoidal voltage waveform as opposed to the
SL winding. Fig. 12 shows the measured grid line voltage and
current being fed to the grid by SS-PMG 2 during field testing
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Fig. 13. FE predicted and measured efficiency versus load torque of
SS-PMG 2.

Fig. 15. Measured PF versus per-unit load power of SS-PMGs 1 and 2 for
variations in grid voltage and different combinations of passive compensation
elements.

Fig. 14. Measured reactive power versus per-unit grid voltage at zero load of
SS-PMG 1 and SS-PMG 2 with and without an SLR.

at the rated wind speed of vw = 11 m/s. The measured and FEsimulated efficiency versus load torque of SS-PMG 2 is shown
in Fig. 13.
The measured reactive power flow versus terminal voltage
at zero load of SS-PMG 1 and SS-PMG-2 with and without
an SLR (Xcs ) is shown in Fig. 14. This is typically what will
happen during low-voltage conditions, when the generator will
help support the grid voltage. Furthermore, it is clear that, with
a higher series reactance, the generator is much less susceptible
to unwanted reactive power flow due to grid voltage variations.
Positive reactive power indicates reactive power being delivered
to the grid, and negative values indicate the absorption of
reactive power.
Fig. 15 shows the PF versus load of SS-PMGs 1 and 2 for
variations in terminal voltage and for different combinations of
series (Xcs ) and parallel compensation (Cp and Lp ). As specified by the relevant grid code for small-scale systems, the generator needs to continuously operate in a +10% and −15% band
of the rated grid voltage. Grid compliance regarding PF could
be realized by switching in passive circuit elements as shown in
Fig. 15, making use of the tap-changing transformer scheme of
[20], or by utilizing a static VAR compensator (SVC). Although
the SVC introduces active power switches to the system, it is
only partially rated. Also, as seen in Fig. 15, it will only mostly
be required in the partially rated region and will only be active
when grid voltage variations occur.
Fig. 16 shows the THD of SS-PMG 2 versus generator load.
As stated in Section III, the THD should be below 5%. It is
seen that, by increasing Xcs , grid compliance can be achieved
in this regard. The series impedance acts as a buffer between the

Fig. 16. THD versus load torque for Xcs = 0 and Xcs = 0.27 p.u. for
SS-PMG 2.

generator and grid to limit the flow of harmonic currents. As
there are different limit sets for the different harmonics, these
should be individually evaluated in order to make sure that the
generator complies to the relevant specifications.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
It is clearly shown in this paper that a different design approach needs to be followed for directly grid-connected PMSGs
as opposed to conventional PM generator configurations connected to the grid via a power electronic converter. The generator design needs to comply with all the requirements stipulated
in the relevant grid codes. In this paper, a design approach is
devised where the generator is optimized by means of a static
FE modeling method coupled with an optimization algorithm.
The design is verified by means of transient FE analysis and a
dynamic modeling procedure to determine whether the design
is stable and if it is suitable for direct-grid connection. Even
though the focus in this paper is on the design of wind generators, the same design approach is valid for all applications
where PM machines are connected directly to the grid. The
relevant grid connection requirements will be determined by the
application.
In this case, the proposed toroidally wound double rotor
PMSG is shown to give the best performance regarding active
mass and PM content. The manufacturing of this generator
is, however, still a question as it is an unknown concept in
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direct-drive wind generator design. Furthermore, aspects such
as power quality and the low synchronous reactance make
this generator less suitable for direct-grid connection. The
nonoverlap SL winding machine is the easiest to manufacture
and has the highest value of Xs but has the highest active
mass, and the current waveform also has a higher harmonic
content than that of the DL nonoverlap winding. From this
paper, it seems that, for the investigated 15-kW power level,
the DL nonoverlap winding machine is the most favorable
topology regarding mass, power quality, direct-grid connection,
and manufacturability. However, it is important to note that,
for higher power levels, the difference in mass and PM
content between the nonoverlap winding machines and the
overlap winding and toroidally wound machines will increase.
Furthermore, it is also shown how additional compensation
devices of low complexity can be used in the system to help it
comply with the grid-code specifications.
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